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Wilcom Web API Support Information 

 

How to Report Autodigitizing Problems 

Date: 02 May 2022 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Autodigitizing is the process to create an embroidery design from an uploaded image and also to 

create a Trueview image of the design. 

API customers may find that the resulted embroidery file or the Trueview image does not produce 

the expected result. Sometime the reason for this is obvious (image is too large, image is fuzzy, or 

has far too resolution, it is a photograph, etc.). Sometimes it is hard to understand why the result is 

not up to expectations.  It is certainly worth sending such image and design to Wilcom Support for 

evaluation. 

 

IF WE CANNOT REPRODUCE THE PROBLEM, WE CANNOT SOLVE IT 

When reporting such problem to Wilcom Support, customers need to keep in mind the first rule: 

“Wilcom can only understand the problem if it can be reproduced.” 

This means that the Wilcom Support Engineers will receive the customer’s report and first will try to 

repeat what the customer did step-by-step and check if they get the same result or different result. 

It is very important that our customers report the EXACT CIRCUMSTANCES under which the 

customer produced the unexpected result. 

 

WHAT SHOULD A REPORT INCLUDE? 

Please send us: 

• The original Artwork/image (not a screen shot). Make sure that you do not scale or edit the 
image or change its resolution but send us exactly the one in the API call. 

• The resulted embroidery design (in case of ArtworkDesign call) and the resulted Trueview 
PNG file (in case of ArtworkDesign and ArtworkTrueview calls) 

• Describe why the result does not meet your expectation, what part of the image has a 
problem. 

• What end point you used (V2.0 or V4.5a) 
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For further information contact support@wilcom.com 


